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The unique hybrid power-amplifier of the SS1000 is a masterpiece 

of engineering which combines the best features of electron-tube 

technology and modern microelectronics. It delivers an immense 

continuous power output. Even when you do not necessarily need 

it all the time – but it is good to know that you have. 

The Supersonic SS1000 implements all technological features 

which will dominate the multimedia-market for the upcoming 

decade due to an integrated media-streamer with Smart-TV-, 

Bluetooth™-, USB™- and Airplay™- Interface the SS1000 can be 

combined with any state of the art media-device. 



 

  

BACK TO THE FUTURE! 
 

The Supersonic flagship has arrived from the golden music-furniture era of the last century and sets 

completely new standards. This hand-made genuine product and timeless design has a high-end 

sound quality that blends into over the top art work. 

The concept for the SS1000 was created in cooperation with the 

design-label Gatto Vienna. It is built completely in-house where 

sophisticated craftsmanship meet the most up to date technology. 

It comes with several design elements as well as the exclusive 

leather upholstery that is adaptable in consultation with our clients 

to create a unique and customized product. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

MEDIA INTERFACE 
Integrated media streamer (e.g. Apple-TV©) 
 

AMPLIFIER 
Symmetrical hybrid amplifier with 324Watts continuous power 

output into 8ohms load. ECC88 based pre-amplifier stage with 

two EM84 YU level indicators. 
 

AUDIO PROCESSING 
Digital audio signals are processed by a high quality 24BIT digital 

to analogue converter at a sample rate of 44.1kHz. 
 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Beyma© 10 CX 300/FE coaxial drivers in super-linear bass-reflex 

configuration. 
 

INTERFACES 
HMDI-Smart-TV-Interface 

Bluetooth™4.00 Audio Interface (AAC/MP3/SBC/APTX) 

Apple-Airplay™ Interface 

USB™ Audio Interface 

USB™ Smartphone charging Interface 

Analog- Stereo Audio Input 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES & POWER SUPPLY 
Dimensions: 220cm x 60cm x 40cm (L|H|D). Weight: 150kg 

Supply voltage: 230VAC / 50Hz. 
 

SALES INFORMATION 
The SS1000 is manufactured and assembled by hand. Production 

time is about 3 months. Price on request. Do not hesitate to 

contact us to get your personal offer. 
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